Hanamon® from Dataworks Now Available on SAP® Store
By integrating with SAP HANA® , the Hanamon solution from Dataworks helps customers stably
operate their entire SAP HANA system through real-time health monitoring and analysis
Seoul, Korea — July 7, 2021 - Dataworks today announced that its Hanamon solution is now available on SAP®
Store, the online marketplace for SAP and partner offerings. The Hanamon solution integrates with SAP HANA® and
delivers a powerful and useful database monitoring solution to customers.
"We are extremely pleased to announce that Hanamon is now available on SAP Store,” said HeeSeon Park, chief
executive officer at Dataworks."Hanamon, our state-of-the-art database monitoring solution integrated with SAP
HANA, can be used with SAP S/4HANA® , SAP BW/4HANA® , or a custom-purpose analysis system run on SAP
HANA, to yield a more stable and efficient operation. By offering our solution on SAP Store, we open it up for access
not only in Korea, but around the world.”
The Hanamon solution monitors the overall operation status of the SAP HANA system in real time, including the
system infrastructure area (CPU, memory and disk usage status) and transaction execution status (connections and
threads). It also intensively analyzes the operation history data specific point in time when failures and problems
occur, and provides various functions to quickly identify the cause of the problem and take action. The Hanamon
solution runs on SAP SQL Anywhere.
Features of the Hanamon solution include:
Dashboard
- Customize a monitoring screen
- Identify system problems more quickly
Timeline
- Analyze the past execution history
- Prevent recurrence of the same problem
Alerts and Report
- Take action immediately on alerts for SAP HANA
- Reduce tasks for the database administrator operating the SAP HANA system

SAP Store, found at store.sap.com, delivers a simplified and connected digital customer experience for finding,
trying, buying and renewing more than1,800 solutions from SAP and its partners. There, customers can find the SAP
solutions and SAP-validated solutions they need to grow their business. And for each purchase made through SAP
Store, SAP will plant a tree.
Dataworks is a partner in the SAP PartnerEdge® program. As such, it is empowered to build market and sell software
applications that supplement and build on SAP software and technology. The SAP PartnerEdge program provides the
enablement tools, benefits and support to facilitate building high-quality, disruptive applications focused on specific
business needs – quickly and cost-effectively. The program provides access to all relevant SAP technologies in one
simple framework under a single, global contract.
About company
Dataworks Co., Ltd. is a technology-oriented company founded by executives who have performed various services
and consulting for over 30 years in the database-related business area. Currently an SAP gold partner in the SAP
Partner Edge® program as independent software vendor (ISV), Dataworks focuses on Platform and Technology (P&T)
solutions with in the SAP product portfolio, including SAP HANA® , SAP® Adaptive Server® Enterprise, SAP IQ, and
SAP Business Technology Platform. Dataworks provides maintenance and technical support and various types of
consulting services for a diverse group of customers. Founded in January 2007, the head office is located in Seoul,
Korea.
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Any statements in this release that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements as defined in the U.S. Private Securities
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